
Dräger FTS 8000
Fire Training System

The mobile fire training system Dräger FTS 8000 for fire brigades enables
you to carry out demanding and safe real fire training on the contents
of nozzle training, reading smoke layers, rapid fire expansion, heat
experience and tactical procedure. The combination of wood-, gas- and
liquid gas-fired fire sites allows a very realistic training.
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Patented combination of wood ire and 
liquid gas (LPG) ire for ire progress 
display and nozzle training

Realistic training and extinguishing behaviour 
through heat and real smoke

Adjustable liquid gas (LPG) rollover 
over a length of 12 metres

Combination of wood ire and gas ire 
for inside ire ighting

Three ISO standard overseas containers (20 feet each) – 
mobile and easy to transport

Technical room with control panel

Practice room at different positions
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Diverse training scenarios in the fire container

The Dräger FTS 8000 is optimally designed for the practical training and further education of your firefighters.
The large number of possible exercise scenarios offers both beginners and advanced firefighters a challenging
training. Fire developement and fire phenomena are illustrated by using a pure wood fire training. With liquid
gas (LPG) a high-energy smoke layer is produced. In contrast to a system with pure wood firing, it also offers
the advantage of being able to repeat the nozzle training at short intervals. In addition, a gas-fired fire place is
installed in the FTS 8000. This can be operated individually or with the wood-fired system. This gives you the
opportunity to combine all fire places individually for the training of different tactics for indoor fire fighting.

Realistic, reproducible and safe fire fighting

The combination of wood and gas-fired fireplaces combines the advantages of both fuels in one system: Use
wood to produce real smoke and thus create realistic fire conditions. Gas firing ensures quickly reproducible
training scenarios and a high level of safety.

Reliable technology through many years of experience

Dräger has many years of experience in the development and construction of fire training systems. All
components of the Dräger FTS 8000 are designed for high loads with regard to the materials used and the
construction. This is because a fire training system with combination firing is subject to particularly high stress
in terms of its robustness and durability as well as its exposure to heat, water, steam and smoke.

The operating concept was also designed for simple and proven handling. The entire system is controlled by
the trainer via a single, handy remote control.

Realistic without compromising on safety

The Dräger FTS 8000 offers you the highest level of safety for all its realism. All training scenarios in the
plant are safe and controlled. Especially the fire with liquid gas (LPG) makes high demands on the control
equipment of the plant. To meet these requirements, we have developed a comprehensive safety concept.
Continuous gas and temperature monitoring, special training of the trainers deployed and a comprehensive risk
and hazard assessment ensure the best possible protection of participants and trainers.

In accordance with the Dräger FiRE 8000 training concept

The basis for the development and operation of the Dräger FTS 8000 is the proven training concept Dräger
FiRE 8000: Firefighting | Reality | Education. The concept comprises the building blocks:

I Fire development and phenomena of rapid fire expansion
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II Nozzle training, basics of room and smoke gas cooling

III Dynamic nozzle routing, indirect and direct fire fighting

IV Tactical procedure for fire fighting under realistic fire conditions

The training concept is part of the associated train-the-trainer seminar, which is conducted by highly qualified
trainers from the Dräger Global Academy.

Economic training

In addition to the aspects of safety and realism, the Dräger FTS 8000 is also designed for cost-effectiveness.
The participants, trainers and equipment are not overly stressed by the low fire load in the wood-fired system
and the controllability of the gas-fired system.

Patented solution

With the novel combination of wood, gas and liquid gas fired fireplaces in one system, we set new standards
in real fire training. The Dräger FTS 8000 is the compact and mobile solution for your holistic training in indoor
fire fighting.

Certified quality

The Dräger FTS 8000 is manufactured in accordance with international and European standards and is
approved and certified by an independent testing organization (e.g. TÜV). After completion, the system
receives a CE marking.

The following standards are applied in the manufacture of the Dräger FTS 8000:

‒ DIN 14097-2 Fire training systems, part 2, gas-fueled simulation facilities
‒ DIN 14097-3 Fire brigade training facilities, part 3, solid fueled simulation facilities
‒ IEC 60346 International electrical standard for building installations
‒ 2014/68/EU Pressure Equipment Directive
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Dräger FiRE 8000

Real fire training Dräger FiRE 8000 - Developed by and with experts:
The optimal preparation of respirator wearers for use in indoor attacks.
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Dräger X-am® 5000

The Dräger X-am® 5000 belongs to a generation of gas detectors,
developed especially for personal monitoring applications. This 1- to
5-gas detector reliably measures combustible gases and vapors as well
as oxygen and harmful concentrations of toxic gases, organic vapors,
Odorant and Amine.
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Dräger X-zone® 5500

State-of-the-art area monitoring – the Dräger X-zone® 5500 in
combination with the Dräger X-am® 5000 or 5600 gas detection
instruments can be used for the measurement of up to six gases and
extends the portable gas detection technology to a comprehensive
system with many applications.
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Dräger UCF® 7000

Easy to use with one hand only. See more and make better decisions
with optimal display options provided by the Dräger UCF® 7000 thermal
imaging camera. The camera is intrinsically safe (ATEX zone 1) and
offers the maximum level of safety and reliability in potentially explosive
atmospheres.

Related Products
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Dräger TRT 7000

Realistic, safe and repeatable training: The Dräger TRT 7000 allows
you to prepare rescue personell for complex truck accident and Hazmat
scenarios with reduced cost, logistical and environmental implications.
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Dräger MFC 7000

The Dräger MFC 7000 is the fully automatic solution for preparation
respiratory protective equipment and chemical protective suits after use.
In a single operation, used equipment is safely cleaned, disinfected
and dried in the multi-function cabin, protecting the material. Thus, the
personal protective equipment (PPE) is ready for use again within a very
short time.
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Dräger FTS 8000
Inlet pressure Minimum 6 bar, maximum 15,6 bar
Temperature range -5 °C to 40 °C
Power supply 400 V, 50 Hz, 32 A, TN-C-S
Burning medium Propane in liquid and gaseous phase, wooden panels
Overview
The system consists of three mobile 20' containers in accordance with ISO 1496 part 1, in which gas, liquid gas and wood fireplaces
can be operated in combination for fire development displays and nozzle training for firefighters and other rescue services.
The three fire training containers (so-called double-door containers) C1, C2 and C3, which are set up in a specified, precisely defined
position in relation to each other according to the layout plan, are connected to each other at the front ends of the containers.
A transition to container C3 is provided in the side wall of container C2.
Container: foundation / min. 15 cm ventilation distance to the ground / ground level installation surface, with grounding lug
Customer performances
Power supply (3L+N+PE AC 400V / 32 A, TN-C-S)
Providing the gas tank, possibility of withdrawal from the liquid and gas phase, size of the gas tank depends on the frequency of
training (recommended tank size: 2.9 t or 5 m³, installed above ground)
Drainage (according to the technical safety requirements) and lighting for the training area
All necessary building permits and approvals that might be required in addition to the TÜV inspection
All activities that are not explicitly included in Dräger's scope of services

Ordering Information

Scope of services
The offer includes the following services:
Planning and construction
Project Management
Installation and commissioning of system C1 + C2 + C3
Delivery of the plant to the first installation site
TÜV acceptance and CE certification
Technical documentation (including manufacturer's instructions)
Instruction in the operation of the system and basic maintenance work
Comprehensive "Train-the-Trainer" training for five people
Optional: Support for the customer in preparing a risk assessment for the training
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Not all products, features, or services are for sale in all countries.
Mentioned Trademarks are only registered in certain countries and not necessarily in the country
in which this material is released. Go to www.draeger.com/trademarks to find the current status.

CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS
Drägerwerk AG & Co. KGaA
Moislinger Allee 53–55
23558 Lübeck, Germany
www.draeger.com

REGION EUROPE
Dräger Safety AG & Co. KGaA
Revalstraße 1
23560 Lübeck, Germany
Tel +49 451 882 0
Fax +49 451 882 2080
info@draeger.com
.
REGION MIDDLE EAST, AFRICA
Dräger Safety AG & Co. KGaA
Branch Office
P.O. Box 505108
Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Tel +971 4 4294 600
Fax +971 4 4294 699
contactuae@draeger.com
.

REGION ASIA PACIFIC
Draeger Singapore Pte. Ltd.
61 Science Park Road
The Galen #04-01
Singapore 117525
Tel: +65 6872 9288
Fax: +65 6259 0398
asia.pacific@draeger.com
.
REGION CENTRAL
AND SOUTH AMERICA
Dräger Indústria e Comércio Ltda.
Al. Pucurui - 51 - Tamboré
06406-100 - Barueri - SP
Tel. +55 (11) 4689-4900
relacionamento@draeger.com
.

Locate your Regional Sales
Representative at:
www.draeger.com/contact
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